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ABSTRACT 

Control plane and Data plane are two elements of network devices. Both the elements,  software (control plane) 

and hardware (data plane) are tightly integrated into same device. It means if we have a firewall device it 

perform the functionality of only firewall. Any type of modification in the behavior is very error prone task. In 

Software Defined Networking, the software part of the device is shifted to central place. This shifted portion is 

called SDN controller. Now the device is simply forwarding device. It is a simple merchant silicon box that 

contains no functionality. The behavior of device depends upon the controller.  According to application 

running on controller, the dumb device act as firewall, load balancer and switch. SDN enables innovation in the 

network. The two planes or elements communicate with each other using OpenFlow protocol. In this paper, we 

discuss about components of SDN, experiment tools, applications and use cases.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are number of devices available in the traditional network such as firewall, routers, switches, load 

balancer, intrusion detection system, and intrusion prevention system. In these devices data plane that actually 

forward the packet and control plane that control the behavior of data plane are tightly coupled into same device. 

So modification in existing behavior of such devices is very complex and error prone task. Secondly vendors 

write the code and there is long delay to introducing new features in these devices. So network administrator 

configures each device separately as specified by vendor. It is also very difficult because different configuration 

is required even for the products are from same vendor. This means innovation in traditional networks is very 

complex, error prone, time consuming process. The operational and capital cost is also very high.   

To remove the problems of traditional networks, Software Defined Networking (SDN) gained very much 

popularity in the field of networking. Basically Software Defined Networking is a new networking approach in 

which the data plane is decoupled from control plane as shown in Fig. 1. Software Defined Networking 

simplifies the network management and also enables innovation in the network [1]. In software defined 

networking the shifted control plane is called controller. This centralized controller manages the behavior of the 

data plane. Now the data plane is a simple packet forwarding device that does not perform any function itself. 

The data plane performs the action on the packet specified by the control plane. OpenFlow and ForCES are 

protocols that are used for communication between data plane and centralized control plane. The Open Network 

Foundation (ONF) [2] is an organization that promotes SDN. The SDN is relatively new field and growing at 

fast speed. There are number of challenges are to be addressed [3]. Due to separation between two planes it is 
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very easy to deployed new applications. We can write an application in any programming language according to 

controller and run that application on controller. According to the logic written in that application, the same data 

plane act as a firewall, load balancer, switch, and intrusion detection system.   So by writing applications we can 

convert dumb device into powerful networking device.   

II. SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE 

There are number of components such as forwarding device (data plane), controller (control plane), southbound 

interface (interface between data plane and control plane), northbound interface (interface between control plane 

and applications) in software defined network architecture [4]. By writing applications at management plane and 

run that applications on control plane, we can convert the dumb device or forwarding plane into powerful and 

low cost firewall, load balancer, switch.  

2.1 Forwarding Device 

The main task of forwarding device is to forward the incoming packet to particular destination. Traditional 

network consist of different types of these network devices such as load balancer, firewall, switch. If we have a 

firewall device then it acts only as a firewall and if we have load balancer device it perform the functionality of 

only load balancing. The software and hardware part of such devices are tightly coupled. But in SDN the 

forwarding devices are simply dumb devices that do not perform any task [5]. According to instructions given 

by the control plane these same devices act as a firewall, load balancer or switch as shown in Fig. 2. OpenFlow 

protocol is used for communication between the two planes. These devices are also called openflow switches.  

There are basically two types of openflow switches available:  hybrid switches and pure switches. Pure switch 

completely support the SDN architecture. But in Hybrid switches traditional network features plus openflow 

features are supported simultaneously. Because SDN is very new concept in networking so till now only hybrid 

switches are available in the market.  

 
 

Fig.  1 traditional network 
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2.2 Southbound Interface 

ForCES and OpenFlow are two southbound interfaces in SDN architecture that are used for communication 

between openflow switches and controller.  

2.2.1 ForCES 

Forwarding and Control Element Separation (ForCES) consists of two elements. One is forwarding element 

(FE) and the other is control element (CE). The forwarding element is same as data plane in Openflow that only 

forward the packet. The control element is same as control plane that instructs to the FE what action is to be 

performed. ForCES protocol use master slave model in which control element is master and forwarding element 

is slave. Logical Function Block is main part of ForCES architecture. 

2.2.2 OpenFlow  

SDN devices use openflow protocol for communication between separated data plane and control plane. An 

OpenFlow switch consists of flow table which contains number of rules [6]. There are number of fields in every 

flow rule. The first field in flow table is matching fields that are used to identify the packet src mac, destination 

mac, src ip, destination ip, src port and destination port as shown in Table I. The second field is actions that 

specify what to do with the packet like forward, drop the packet as shown in Table II. 

 

 
 

Fig.  2 SDN architecture 
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TABLE I MATCH FIELDS 

Ingress Port 

Source MAC 

Destination MAC 

Ethernet type 

VLAN id 

VLAN priority 

Source IP 

Destination IP 

IP Protocol 

IP TOS bits 

Source Port 

Destination Port 

TABLE II ACTIONS 

Action Description 

Forward Forward packets to a specified port. 

Flood Forward packets to all ports except incoming port. 

Modify Field Modify the header fields of packet. 

Drop Drop the packet. 

Controller Send the packet to the controller. 

Local Send packet to local switch. 

 Last field is counter that is used for counting the number of packets and flows. When the packet reaches at the 

switch, switch checks its flow entries in flow table. If the packet matches then action is to be performed on that 

packet according to the action specified otherwise drop the packet or forward the packet to the controller. Secure 

channel is used by the openflow switch for communication with the controller. 

2.3 Controller 

In software defined network the controller is the brain of the network because it manages the openflow switches 

using openflow protocol. It is the main part of the SDN architecture because all the logic of the openflow device 

is placed on the controller. Controller inserts flow rules into flow table of switch according to the application 

written on top of the controller. Controller is placed between openflow switch and applications [7]. There are 

various types of controller available such as POX [8], NOX [9], Floodlight [10], Beacon [11], Trema [12] and 
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all these controllers are written in different languages as shown in Table III. All type of traffic between 

openflow devices and applications passes through the controller.    

TABLE III SDN CONTROLLERS 

Name Language Description 

Ovs C A reference controller 

Nox C++ The first OpenFlow controller 

Pox Python Open source SDN controller 

Ryu Python Ryu is a component-based software defined networking framework 

Trema Ruby, C A framework for developing OpenFlow controller 

Floodlight Java OpenFlow controller that work with physical and virtual OpenFlow switches. 

Beacon Java A cross platform, modular OpenFlow controller 

2.3.1 Distributed controller 

When the size of network increases more requests are send to the controller. In this case single controller may 

fail to handle all incoming requests. To remove this problem distributed control plane is used in which control 

plane elements is physically distributed into number of places. Onix, Kandoo, HyperFlow are the examples of 

distributed control planes. 

2.3.2 Reactive vs Proactive 

There are two methods available by which controller sends the instructions to openflow switch about how to 

handle particular packet. In Reactive approach, packet is matched against flow table entry, if first time packet 

does not match against flow rules so that packet is send to controller. Then controller inserts flow entries into 

flow table of switch. In Proactive approach, controller proactively install the rules into flow table of switch so 

that packets are handled by openflow switch itself according to flow rules.  

2.4 Northbound Interface 

It is an interface between controller and applications. By using this interface we can develop number of 

applications such as router, switch, firewall, load balancer. On the other hand, a southbound interface provides a 

communication between the forwarding device and controller. 

 

III.    SDN EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS 

For testing applications developed in software defined networking we need some tools such as emulators and 

simulators. Mininet is an emulator tool by which we can build a large network. The large network can contain 

very large number of hosts, switches and controller [13]. The choice is very good if our network should contain 

hundred of hosts, virtual openflow switches and a controller. The disadvantage of mininet is that it is limited 

with the resources of single PC. It has many advantages over other tools like simulators and testbeds. It is very 

cost effective, easily configurable tool. It is very close to real environment. The application that runs in mininet 

can also run in real environment.  There are number of simulator such as EstiNet and NS-3. We can also use 
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testbeds such as GENI [14], VENI [15] but are not very flexible.  

Mininet emulator is a tool that is widely used for SDN experiments. Mininet is installed on single PC and we 

can create an experiment setup consisting of hosts, switches and controller with the limited resources of single 

PC. Basically there are testbeds also available but configuration of testbeds is very complex task. Mininet is 

easily configurable, quickly and easily available tool as compared to testbeds. Numbers of topologies are 

already available in mininet but we can also create topology according to our needs by writing a code in python 

language. If we run a code in simulators, it cannot run in real lab setup. But mininet code can run without 

modification in both environments.  

 

IV. SDN APPLICATIONS 

In this section we will provide some application examples on using SDN and OpenFlow. 

4.1 SDN in Research 

It is very difficult to test new strategies and innovative ideas on existing networks for solving problems. Internet 

is bringing new challenges with every passing day. SDN helps us in testing future internet applications without 

disturbing existing network. SDN separates hardware from the software. This enables us in experimenting new 

architecture on internet. 

4.2 Data Center and SDN 

There Computing Virtualization has made it extremely easy to automatic provision of servers in data centers. 

Storage virtualization such as SAN has made automatic provisioning of storage very easy. But one main 

component that is networking has been the bottleneck. SDN has changed this by allowing automatic 

provisioning of networking thus enabling the concept of SDDC (Software Defined Data Center). SDN is going 

to be the integral part of SDDC. 

4.4 SDN in the WAN and LAN 

With the increased usage of BYOD and SAAS, it is getting very difficult to manage WAN. But SDN is helping 

in solving these issues by allowing dynamic provisioning of network resources. SDN is also enabling easy 

combined wired and wireless network management, BYOD control and better security. 

4.5 SDN in security 

It allows greater access control mechanism and increased security. SDN offers more visibility thus allowing 

better network monitoring, traffic engineering and deep packet analysis. 

4.6 SDN in cloud 

A new type of cloud service known as NAAS (Network as a service) is emerging. It will allow dynamic 

provisioning of Routers, Switches, Firewalls and Load Balancers. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Traditional Network devices are complex and difficult to manage.  Basically, main problem with traditional 

network devices is that software is bundled with hardware and interfaces are vendor specific like in the case of 

Cisco devices where IOS operating system and hardware is tightly coupled into the same device. Therefore 

vendor write the code and there are long delay in introducing new features in these devices. Software defined 
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networking solve these problems by decoupling the control plane from data plane. Openflow is the protocol that 

is used for communication between control plane and data plane. According to the application written on the 

control plane, we can convert simple openflow device into firewall device, load balancer device or any other 

device. SDN is gaining lot of attention from academia and industry. It is the biggest that has happen in last thirty 

years in networking field. 
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